A hybrid Escherichia coli alkaline phosphatase formed on proteolysis.
Cleavage of bacterial alkaline phosphatase by trypsin at the R-11, A-12 bond of both subunits results in changes in the structure and function of the enzyme as previously reported (Roberts, C. H., and Chlebowski, J. F. (1984) J. Biol. Chem. 259, 729-733; Roberts, C. H., and Chlebowski, J. F. (1985) J. Biol. Chem. 260, 7557-7561). A hybrid dimer has been formed by cleaving the R-11, A-12 bond of only one of the two subunits. This enzyme species has been purified and characterized to investigate subunit interactions of this hybrid dimeric enzyme species. Subunit interactions were observed using various methods to study functional and structural properties of the enzyme. In a kinetic study the T-2/A-12 hybrid enzyme was found to have a Vmax similar to the A-12 fully trypsin-modified enzyme. On exposure to EDTA the hybrid was found to lose activity at essentially the same rate as the A-12 enzyme presumably as a consequence of loss of metal ions required for function. On adding metal ions back to the apoenzyme form, activity of the hybrid was reconstituted to a degree similar to that of the native enzyme whereas the activity of the A-12 enzyme was reconstituted to a much lesser extent. The Tm of the hybrid measured by differential scanning calorimetry was closer to the value obtained for the A-12 enzyme than the T-2 enzyme but circular dichroic spectra indicated secondary structural features of the hybrid different from both symmetrical forms of the enzyme. These results provide evidence for strong subunit interactions in the alkaline phosphatase dimer.